Anti-slip Decking Paint
Technical Data:
Dry film appearance

Clear, finely textured with a special Tear Drop shaped additive
that remains suspended in the paint thus eliminating, “Bald
patches” a common fault with cheaper aggregate systems.

Spreading rate
Touch Dry @ 20oC
Hard dry @ 20oC
Average wet film thickness
Average dry film thickness
Solids by volume
V.O.C. content
Application methods
Substrates
Thinners & tool cleaning
Flash point
Pack sizes.
Shelf life.
Min. application temperature

8 to 12 sq/mts p/lt subject to porosity / deck profile.
2 hours
Overnight
100 microns
52 microns
52% (+/- 2%)
570 grams p/lt
Roller or brush
Clean dry decking surfaces
White spirit.
Above 32oC
750mls, 2.5lts.
12 months
7oC

Product benefits:
* Tough anti-slip finish.
* Clear finish.
* Easy to apply.

* Provides safety underfoot.
* Prevents slips & trips.
* Excellent weathering properties.

Description and recommended uses:
Specifically formulated for exterior use on decks, steps & slopes etc.
Dries to a Clear finely textured finish that is tough, durable, with excellent anti-slip properties.
Recommended for use on decks, steps, ramps and inclines.
Ideal for exterior & interior use on wooden decks, concrete or metal steps and slopes etc.
How to apply:
1. Sweep up loose debris.
2. Ensure the deck is clean and dry.
3. Apply with a good quality brush or roller.
4. Touch dry in 2 hours.
5. Through dry overnight.
6. Clean tools with White Spirit.
Health & Safety:

See separate Health and Safety Data sheet.

The manufacturer follows a process of continuous improvement, which may lead to specification
changes; also the actual application method and substrate are beyond our control. This Data Sheet is
issued for general guidance only. It is based on tests and information believed to be correct at the
time of printing. All recommendations issued by or on behalf of the company are subject to the
companies’ conditions of sale.
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